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We are the Surgery, an award winning
creative communications agency
specialising in design, digital and internal
communications.
We love a challenge and working with
ambitious brands across a broad spectrum
of business sectors.
Our combination of design thinking
and creative execution always delivers
unexpected, yet effective, results. We place
high value on measurement and success
so, whether we are creating a new retail
brand or developing an IC App, we have
our eyes fixed on commercial goals and
strategic outcomes.
We are experts in brand consultancy,
digital marketing, employee engagement
and multi-channel communications
programmes.
Our clients include Rolls-Royce Motor Cars,
National Grid, WWF, Centica, NATS, The
Civil Aviation Authority and the BBC. We are
independent and still privately owned.

Client
Sandhills Distillery
Project Brand, Packaging & Website
In a world where there is no shortage of
small batch, craft distilled gins we were
asked to develop a unique take – both in
naming, bottle design and promotion – of a
new gin developed very close to our offices
in Lurgashall.
The Sandhills name comes from the area
from which a number of the core botanicals
are sourced – taking the very best that
nature can provide then preserving and
expressing their unique characters within
the spirit
Just months after launch, Sandhills can be
found all over Surrey, West Sussex, Kent
and, most recently, Fortnum & Mason in
London. The brand is already showing great
cut-through in a quite crowded market.

Client
Nestlé
Project HR Impact Report
The HR team at Nestlé wanted to promote
all their achievements throughout the year
in a more impactful way and to create
a tool for the HR team to use with their
stakeholders.
We challenged them to think about how
employees have benefitted from the impact
they had created and to tell stories about
people, rather than statistics.
We worked quickly to turnaround 25
different stories and present them in
a visually engaging way with quotes,
infographics and videos.

Client
easyJet
Project Opertational Resilience –
Employee Engament Campaign
Disruption is one of the biggest drivers of
customer and employee dissatisfaction.
While much of it is outside of an airline’s
control, there’s a lot they can do the minimise
disruption before it happens and deal with it
better when it does happen.
We developed a campaign to help easyJet
employees understand the disruption
challenge the airline was up against, what
was being done to manage it better and what
they could do to help.
Using an influencer group across the airline,
we gave them the tools they needed to build
trust and confidence across the airline in their
plan to manage disruption better together.

Client
easyJet
Project Internal Communications
Our goal was to capture the imagination of
easyJet employees around pensions, making
it easy to understand and encouraging them
to make good longer-term financial choices.
With a hard-to-reach audience we
predominately took a digital approach,
making content easy to access and digest in
small, bite-sized chunks via personal mobiles.
‘Life goals’ was the creative concept, focused
on how making small sacrifices now can be
easy and can help you to reach the life goal
you have in mind for the future.
Using #moneysavingmoments, we linked
the campaign across all creative assets
and created conversations in Workplace by
Facebook about how you could save money
to add to your pension pot.

Winner of a 2018
IoIC Excellence Award

Client
Cadent Gas
Project Cultural Change Programme
Our aim was to create a consistent and
regular conversation between managers and
their teams about where Cadent is heading
and how they’re going to get there.
This rich picture is a tool for managers to use
to help tell the story and to create an open
and honest environment about the realities
of where they are now, and how they need
to Think Customer, Think Cost, and Take
Accountability.
The creative was also used across a range
of assets as part of an internal campaign
to engage the whole business in the
transformation required.

Providing
a quality experience
to all of our customers,
stakeholders and communities.

Delivering
a resiliant network
to keep the energy flowing
safely and reliably.
Improving
the environment and
supporting the transition to a
sustainable energy system.
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Drive innovation
in the way we
operate and
maintain our assets

Create a culture
of empowerment
and accountability

Play a central role
in influencing
decarbonisation and
the future of energy

Design our
business around
the needs of
our customers
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Client
Viacom
Project Intermnal Comms
The Surgery is proud to be the retained
agency for Viacom providing them with
internal communications, design anddigital
support.
We focus on making sure that their
employees feel, see and experience
Viacom as the best place to work. We
increase engagement in all their internal
communications activities, as well as
help to convey their business successes,
objectives and priorities.

Client
Southern Co-op
Project Rebrand
This is a large, independent, regional cooperative that licences the familiar Co-op
brand for its stores and funeral homes in
the South East.
The Surgery worked with their leadership
team – over a period of about a year – to
develop a rationalised name, a strong
brand essence and a distinctive visual
identity for this progressive business with
diverse customer offerings.
Southern Co-op.
A fair, fresh approach, for all.
We developed the brand to work across
external and internal applications, ranging
from induction videos and customer
programmes, to funeral care facias and
employee comms, as well as the design of
their just-launched ‘store of the future’ at
Abbotswood.

Client
Project

Southern Co-op
Annual Report 2018

The two objectives of Southern Co-Op’s
2017–18 annual report were to show how
they were achieving their purpose to work
together for the benefit of communities
across the south of England, and to
showcase their new brand statement of ‘a
fair, fresh approach for all’.
The Surgery helped to achieve both
objectives. Unique stories showcased how
they’re achieving their purpose. Supporting
images gave it a feeling of inclusiveness
whether you’re a member, customer,
colleague or supplier. And the use of
colour and infographics gave it a fresh feel,
making it engaging and easy to read.
With sustainability being another core
goal, the report was made available online,
reducing the number of printed copies from
5,000 to 500.

Winner of a 2018
Stevie Silver Award

Client
EuroGeographics
Project Brand, Website & Conference
Support
The Surgery was retained to create a new
visual language that reflected the activities
of both EuroGeographics and its members
to bring unity and cohesion to all their
communication channels.
The revised brand is clean and modern but
retains elements from its past, enhancing
the connection between the European and
global position of its members.
A new website has also been created to
better articulate the roles, responsibilities
and relevance of the Association. One of
the project’s biggest tasks was to curate a
huge amount of historic content so it could
be found logically with simple pathways
and as few a clicks as possible.

Client
Project

Penguin Random House UK
Internal Communications

The Surgery was asked to create a WOW
welcome experience for all new joiners
to Penguin Random House. The overall
experience needed to feel inclusive, open,
warm, welcoming and playful, all leaving
new joiners to feel that they had made the
right choice and could not wait to start.
A mixture of digital, email and print were
deployed in the final solution that took the
joiners on a journey from offer email to their
first day sitting at their new desk, with a
personalized notebook welcoming them to
the team.

Client
Project

St Pancras
Online B2C Web Platform

In St Pancras, HS1 has developed the
country’s most exciting railway, shopping
and event destination. Our brief was to
create an immersive online experience for
this iconic London landmark. We were
asked to develop the country’s first
completely responsive B2C consumer
website for a railway station and then roll
it out across their digital estate to include
Stratford, Ashford, Ebbsfleet and HS1
Corporate B2B sites.

Client
Project

HS1
Service Standards App

St Pancras International has been
recognised as the UK’s number one station
for customer satisfaction since it re-opened.
However, the station recently lost that
position. In order for it to return to number
one, it is important for HS1 Ltd and Network
Rail High Speed to plan and implement
improvements based on a set of service
standards, ensuring that the basics are
delivered to a high standard and helping
deliver the “World’s Leading High Speed
Rail experience”.
The Surgery worked with HS1 to build
a service standards App called “What
Good Looks Like”, based on a four-tier
service framework, so their team can
monitor, report and improve the station
environments. The app allows individuals
to walk the stations in a preset order,
asking them to score services against
agreed criteria or report faults that required
immediate action.

Client
Hawk-Eye
Project Rebrand
The Sony Group company is probably
best known for its ball tracking technology,
used to officiate major sporting events
like Wimbledon and the English Premier
League, but is evolving rapidly and now
works with over 17 different sports around
the world. The Surgery’s brief was to create
an exciting, robust brand worthy of this
dynamic company’s current position and
future growth plans.
The final mark, based on arcs formed by
a bouncing ball, creates the distinctive
shape of a soaring hawk with its obvious
connotations of accuracy and focus.
Although B2B focused, consumer
recognition is important to Hawk-Eye. Their
name is already well known to sports fans
around the world, but the visual identity
less so. The new ID is designed to look
comfortable in an environment rich with
sports brand logos and appear familiar
from the get-go.

Client
Project

WWF-UK
Infographics

To date WWF has communicated the
purpose of its work based on two key
measures that form a part of the flagship
WWF Living Planet Report. These are
the Living Planet Index (which shows
the decline of species population) and
the ‘Ecological Footprint’ (which shows
humanity’s impact on the planet).
The science that sits behind the Ecological
Footprint measure is complex and difficult
to visualise. WWF needed something to
quickly and simply explain that we, as a
human race, have an impact on the planet.
Typically, communications on this can be
quite complex and need some explanation,
especially to non-scientific audiences.
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Client Rolls-Royce Motor Cars
Project Internal Comms & Intranet
The Surgery worked with this leading luxury
brand to align their internal communications
strategy to their business goals, focus on
communication activities that positively
impact employee engagement, and
improve communications planning, process
and prioritisation.
As well as providing strategic advice, our
team also supported the technical delivery
of a new intranet. Having adopted a new
intranet platform from their parent company,
BMW Group, Rolls-Royce Motor Cars
needed our support to design and set up
pages, make structural recommendations,
train intranet editors, and create best
practice guidelines to retain consistency
and quality.

Client National Grid
Project App & Website
National Grid liked our Emgager internal
communications app platform so much
that they asked us to develop a version for
their business transformation programme,
Bring Energy to Life. Exceeding initial
expectations, we were able to deliver v.1
within 8 weeks of commencement.
Some 6 months later, v.5 is in development,
and now includes functionality to help
support internal events, as well as story
capture and advanced push notification
based on user profiling.
The app began with a short shelf life in
mind but, due to its success, is now being
seen as the future of digital delivery to their
24,000 strong colleague community.

Winner of a 2018
IoIC Excellence Award

Client
NetApp
Project Thank You Campaign
NetApp wanted to create a rewards
programme for their channel partners, to
recognise best practice and to make sure
their dedication, hard work and fantastic
sales results didn’t go unnoticed.
Our campaign focused on two of the most
powerful words, that have the biggest
impact: ‘Thank You’.
Via a dedicated app, partners can sign up,
nominate, review their own thank you’s and
check who the latest winners are, as well as
reading tips on best practice and winners’
case studies.
It’s a continuous campaign that the Surgery
manages through every stage, from
nominations through to sending out the
rewards themselves.

Thank You

from

Client NetApp
Project Marketing Campaign
NetApp needed to find a way to promote
their latest piece of clever storage
virtualisation software. This firmware took
a 1Tb server box and turned it into a 2Tb
box… essentially, bigger inside than out, a
little like a certain blue box seen on TV.
The carefully worded and visually crafty
campaign, that avoided some fiercely
protected trademarks and copyrights,
lasted a year and regenerated itself as
everything from a tactical desk drop box
with working blue light, to life size exhibition
replicas. The campaign struck the right
chord with the target audience and NetApp
achieved phenomenal sales as a result.

Client
CAA / NATS
Project Brand & Website
As public and privately owned drones
become more prevalent, the skies above
Britain are in increasing need of regulation
for these tiny flying machines.
Two of our most long-standing clients, the
CAA (Civil Aviation Authority) and NATS
have come together to create a regulatory
framework to protect both civil and public
airspace, and the public in general.
From consumer research documents,
through to a campaign identity and
education materials to make the rules
around drone operation as easily
accessible as possible, we’ve been there
from the start.

Winner of a 2018
CorpComms Excellence Award

Client
CAA
Project Notification App
An industry first, the CAA Notification App is
designed to keep commercial and general
aviation pilots aware of statutory safety
notifications from the the UK’s regulatory
body, the CAA (Civil Aviation Authority).
The App is an engaging but simple to
use system that enables the user to get
the relevant information for their particular
needs. Working on iOS and Android across
smartphone and tablet platforms, the App
replaces an outdated email system which
historically overburdened its audience with
a host of unnecessary updates.
Delivered well within the expected time
frame and way above expectations, the
system has paved the way for further digital
solutions which will be implemented to
increase organisational efficiency.

Client
CAA
Project The Skyway Code
The Civil Aviation Authority (CAA) is the
UK’s aviation regulator. They created the
Skyway Code to help UK’s 20,000+ private
pilots better understand the regulations that
affect them, and to offer advice on how to
make their flying safer.
With 18,000 downloads to date, the
Skyway Code interactive online guide is a
must-have for private pilots. As a national
and international first, it’s held up as an
example of best practice throughout the
global aviation industry.
“It’s gone down a storm with GA pilots and
has been a real game-changer.”
Jonathan Nicholson, Assistant Director,
Communications Department, CAA

Winner of a 2018
Stevie Gold Award

Client
CAA
Project Visual Language
The Civil Aviation Authority (CAA) is
responsible for the regulation of the
UK aviation industry. We have helped
the CAA stay ahead of the game since
we designed their corporate identity almost
twenty years ago. Since then we have
supported the organisation with a broad
range of communication solutions that
target a diverse and disparate audience
across both general and commercial
aviation.
From class-specific educational awareness
literature and initiatives, to trans-audience
comms platforms and campaigns, the CAA
must communicate with authority, integrity
and efficiency. We were asked to provide
a complete communication audit which,
in turn, led to the development of a single
consistent visual language system.

Client
UK Airprox Board
Project Safety App
The UK Airprox Board (UKAB) strives to
enhance air safety in the UK. Private pilots
previously reported aircraft near collisions
via an out-dated paper process once they
had landed. Now, with the UKAB’s app
developed by the Surgery, pilots can report
it quickly and easily.
Images, data-log files and videos can be
uploaded within the report and submitted to
the UKAB by email, with a copy to the pilot.
Pilots can use the app to view previous
incidents via a map interface with date,
severity and other filters. They can stay
up-to-date with news about airprox-related
activities and find guidance and advice
about avoiding mid-air collisions.
The app is a crucial part of an integrated
campaign to raise awareness of only
having five seconds to impact once you see
another aircraft approaching.

Client
NATS
Project Annual Report 2018
The Surgery has produced NATS’ Annual
and Customer Reports over several years.
Today we produce both a printed and
online version, the latter designed as a
dedicated microsite living within the main
nats.aero site.

Client
NATS
Project Your Space – Employee
Engagement Programme
At a time of constant business change, our
clients are focusing more on their middle
manager population as champions for
change. They want to engage managers in
future business strategy, in ways that can
demonstrate real, measurable impact.
NATS Your Space is a manager programme
that creates the time and space for
managers to think, explore, discuss,
connect, share and learn about what’s
happening in your business.
After delivering Your Space for managers
within NATS we’ve seen, on average, a
20% increase in managers feeling more
confident in talking to their teams about the
complexities of what’s happening in the
business.

Winner of a 2017
IoIC Excellence Award

Client NATS
Project Estate Branding
NATS has highly trained staff all over the
country who perform extraordinary tasks
in huge technical centres, busy airports,
remote outstations and satellite offices.
They came to us for help in connecting
with employees and customers across their
UK commercial properties. We developed
a look and feel for their estate branding
which was implemented across 22 sites
from Aberdeen to Southampton in a yearlong programme managed by Surgery
installation teams.

Client
Project

NATS
Creative Workspaces

NATS is a company committed to the
development of air safety procedures and
technologies. They came to us with a brief
to “inspire our software and hardware
engineers to think outside the box when
developing the next generation of air
traffic control environments and tools”.
We created inspirational working spaces
within their corporate offices that were
packed to the gunwales with the latest
technology. These ‘space-age’ work spaces
have been sited in control centres around
the UK. They enable NATS staff to leave
their day-to-day working environment and
come together with colleagues, immersing
themselves in creative thought and
experimentation.
The project has been so successful that
NATS is now looking to commercialise the
concept internationally.

Client
Project

Erova Energy
Brand, Website & Exhibition

Following investment, Erova Energy
needed to move both its brand and
marketing proposition forward. To enable
this to happen they enlisted the help of The
Surgery to assist in both the creation and
delivery of this work. Given our involvement
within the energy sector with clients such
as National Grid, Centrica and E.ON, the
Surgery was well placed to work alongside
the Erova team to gain further insight and
determine a plan of action to maximise the
business and marketing opportunities that
a strong and relevant brand language
can bring.

Client
Project

E.ON
Heartbeat Video

The Surgery created a video as a tool to
gain senior level buy-in and funding to rollout Heartbeat, a new real-time customer
feedback system at E.ON. It needed to tell
a clear story about the need for real-time
customer feedback, and the difference it
would make for employees, customers and
the business.
Senior Leaders were persuaded by
employees talking authentically and
honestly about their real experience of
using Heartbeat to improve the customer
experience.
Heartbeat is now a fully funded, multimillion euro programme that’s changing the
way customer feedback is used across the
business.
https://youtu.be/hBZxxXjGWJw

Winner of a 2018
Stevie Bronze Award

Client
E.ON
Project Internal Communications
We’ve been helping to run elements of
E.ON’s UK and German teams’ internal
communications for over a year now, and
we feel there’s no better wayof describing
how we’ve helped them than to quote a few
of their words:
“The Surgery offers us on-going internal
communications support to help us share
great customer stories internally. We had
lots of great stories, but they weren’t
being told. They helped us develop a
communications strategy that supports our
drive towards a customer-centric culture.
They help us to gather, write and edit
content and design regular newsletters.
“Now we are regularly receiving great
feedback on the quality and consistency of
our communications and the stories help to
create a sense of pride in everything we’re
doing for our customers”
Victoria Flash
International Customer Experience Manager

Client
JMW Consultants
Project Rebrand
US-based change management
consultancy JMW approached the Surgery
after seeing the creative work we had
done for some of their UK-based clients.
Their new brand needed to to satisfy many
objectives but, ultimately, had to reflect
the pioneering methodologies of the
company’s dynamic founding partners, as
well as providing an inspirational banner for
JMW’s future plans and aspirations.
From conversations held in the UK with
JMW’s Head of Communications, Deborah
Seymour, we were able to define JMW’s
core value proposition and express it in a
dynamic mark and identity platform. The
final logotype is formed from an abstracted
DNA double helix, visually celebrating their
uniqueness and approach – getting to the
core of an organisation and its people.

Client
The Law Society
Project Annual Report 2016
For the third year running, The Law Society
has asked the Surgery to produce both
their Business Review and Annual Report.
As in previous years, we have led with an
infographic-driven approach which makes
complicated issues easy to engage with
and understand. The final Review and
Report where both delivered printed and as
interactive PDFs for placement online.

Client
The Law Society
Project Change Communications Strategy
The Law Society was embarking on a 5-year
transformation journey. The Surgery was
asked to embed ourselves in their business
for 3 months to develop and deliver their
change communications strategy.
After writing their Shaping Our Future story –
which clearly described the ‘why’, ‘what’ and
‘how’ – we visualised it in a flexible way that
worked across a suite of different materials
and tools to empower managers to tell the
story and engage their people in change.
An interactive communications guide, along
with face-to-face activity, introduced their
managers to the concept of story-telling.
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Client
Harcourt IGN
Project Website & App
Harcourt IGN (International Governance
Network) provides board-level advice in the
fields of corporate and family governance,
strategy process and strategic leadership.
They work with Owners, Chairmen, Boards
of Directors and CEOs of family-owned
groups, publicly-listed companies,
sovereign wealth funds and state-owned
groups.
We’ve built an engaging, invitation-only
portal which gives Harcourt members
boardroom tips, updates on corporate
governance developments, reference
material, resources for practitioners, case
studies and company news.
The accompanying app provides clients
with on-the-go access to all the rich content
available in the web portal, with added
bebefit of notifications when something of
interest is published.

Client
Ketchup TV
Project Brand & Website
As part of our ongoing relationship with
television channel provider VOD365, we
were asked to create the brand, website
and wider online collateral for Ketchup TV.
Like their other channels that we’ve created
identities for, this kids channel is available
on smart TV, Freeview, tablets and game
consoles.

Client
Project

Centrica Energy
Brand Launch Animation

We have just completed our first project
for Centrica Energy – a short motivational
‘welcome’ animation for use at their
employee launch conference in Canada.
The animation quickly depicts the
company’s scale of operations to new
employees, following the recent Centrica
Energy Canada brand launch. It features
bespoke illustrations in an info-graphic
style to succinctly explain the company’s
assets, team, achievements and goals to
new staff attending the conference, as well
as other interested parties and, via online
distribution, non-attendees.

We became one of
the Top10 gas producers
in the Western Canadian
Sedimentary Basin

Client
Centrica Energy
Project Animation
The Surgery was asked to create a
short promotional animation to help sell
Centrica’s new RtM (Route to Market)
sales tool aimed at independent energy
generators. The tool enables these
suppliers to sell their product during optimal
demand periods for the best market rate.
The final video was used as the centrepiece
for their Energy 2016 exhibition stand,
which we also designed and produced.

Client
The British & Irish Lions
Project 2013 Tour Identity
The challenge was a simple one: capture
the energy, passion and pride of one of the
world’s most famous sporting contests –
The British & Irish Lions tour to Australia
– and create a flexible, multi-purpose,
patriotic, exciting, relevant image as the
basis for a visual language that satisfied
all the event sponsors. This was applied
to a variety of on- and offline promotional
collateral on a global basis. The image
of four lions representing the four home
nations, crashing onto the shores of
Australia in a ‘wave of pride’, as the image
is known, summed up the power, the
pride and the majesty of our boys as they
embarked on an Australasian invasion.

THE
BRITISH
& IRISH
LIONS
TOUR TO AUSTRALIA 2013

Client
HPE
Project E-Commerce Website
Having worked with the HPE (Human
Performance Engineering) Clothing
brand from its conception, we have a
natural understanding of their business
and product. We created the now iconic
‘Motorman’ identity, which alludes to
founder Nick Harris’s involvement with
physical training for F1 race drivers, but still
holds true as a visual representation of the
power within the human body.
HPE clothing has grown into a truly
international brand selling in hundreds
of premium outlets around the globe,
so needed a sophisticated e-commerce
solution to satisfy its loyal customer base
as they move to online shopping. The site
seamlessly performs all the tasks you’d
expect from a fast moving global brand –
multiple currencies and complex variations
of garments, front end editing and stock
level management.

Client
Project

Perform
Brand Review

Leading sports media group PERFORM
appointed the Surgery to review the
corporate identity for both the overall group
and their portfolio of sub brands. The review
was to develop brand messaging and
develop core values robust enough to place
this constantly developing brand at the
forefront of both its B2B and B2C customer
base. The restructuring of their corporate
messaging and visual identity enabled
both internal and external audiences
to gain a much better understanding
of their products and offering. The result
has been a far stronger business which
floated shortly afterwards.

Client
Project

Virgin Media
Event Branding

When Jenson Button won the 2009 F1™
World Drivers’ Championship, his first
appearance back on British soil was for his
sponsors, Virgin Media. We were asked to
create the name and brand for an event
to capitalise on their sponsorship property
and promote their new 50 MB Broadband
product. Seven days of hectic promotional
activity became ‘Speedweek 50’, and we
rolled the concept out across a huge range
of digital and outdoor media, signage and
event branding. On the final day, when
Jenson returned triumphant, the Bluewater
carpark was turned into a racetrack with
branded barriers, hay bails and gantries!
From concept visuals to the News at 10,
we made sure that the thousands attending
and tens of millions of people the event
finally reached were sure of the connection
between Virgin Broadband and speed!

Client
MOBO Awards
Project Brand Creation
MOBO founders Kanya King and Andy
Ruffel needed something powerful, robust,
adaptable and iconic for the identity for their
Music Of Black Origin awards concept.
So, way back in 1995, they came to us.
They were wise in their choice of designers
as, eighteen Awards ceremonies later,
the MOBO mark is still going strong.
The familiar logo has done just as we
intended, standing proud on stage, on
screen, online, in print and in the public
consciousness.

Client
Vodafone
Project Sponsorship Support
Competition in the mobile communications
sector is fierce, with a few key players battling
for share of voice. Vodafone manage a
mighty sponsorship portfolio that builds brand
relevance, engages partners and motivates
employees. The brand recognised the need
to bring consistency to their sport and music
sponsorships, bringing them more in line with
their latest brand guidelines.
Working closely with their sponsorship agency,
Brand Rapport, we created a sophisticated
look and feel for each sponsorship property.
This language was built around visual triggers
that represented what real fans loved most
about each property. We wooed the petrolhead posse by integrating the bespoke ‘Rocket
Red’ McLaren team livery into high-speed
race imagery. The England Cricket Team
creative leveraged the social dimension of the
game. And, for VMA, we tapped into the raw
spontaneity of live music experiences. The
creative sang out across a huge variety of print
and digital comms tools, driving engagement
through an audience as much as a branddriven identity.

Client
BBC Worldwide
Project Shop Design
The brief was to bring to life the world of Doctor Who
within a retail environment planned for a year-long,
walk-through Doctor Who Experience at Olympia
in London. The shop needed to be an immersive
experience, but also a space which maximised
revenues as the visitors passed through.
In many ways we had too many visual cues to play
with but, in the end, a simple yet striking approach
using the Tardis became the main focus of the design.
This theme was used for the main payment counters
and FSUs. In addition we installed a closed-loop
wireless platform, enabling us to develop rich content
that could only be accessed within Olympia, enhancing
visitor interaction and allowing for retail offers and
discounts to be promoted and redeemed at the shop
and online. A further development was the creation
of an exclusive range of Experience merchandise,
covering everything from T-shirts to iPhone covers.
Open for 14 months, the shop served over 270,000
customers and turned over £1.7m. We have since
redesigned and installed the shop at the Doctor
Who Experience in Cardiff, the Experience’s new
permanent home.

Client Jameson
Project Corporate Clothing
Aware of our experience in both fashion
and brand communication, Irish Distillers
commissioned the Surgery to develop a
clothing range for their Jameson Whiskey
brand. The ranges were designed to be fit
for 3 levels of brand representation: from
high-end brand ambassadors, through
consumer-facing bar staff, to a range of
merchandise for sale direct to consumer.
The final ranges embodied the brand’s
core values through use of elegant cuts,
sophisticated fabrics and sympathetic
colours – all designed to work hard for
their environment and to convey quality
and style.

Client
Project

MTS
Corporate Identity

MTS is one of the largest and most
technologically advanced road sign
manufacturers and operators in the UK.
Their remotely operated and intelligent
digital messaging signs are a common
sight on our highways and byways, and
work to keep traffic moving 24hrs a day.
Our solution to their brief was to create a
strong, sturdy and ultimately trustworthy
brand and strapline that highlights the
technical sophistication of their products.

Client
Project

Synergy
Twickenham Takeover

‘Brighter Together’, is the campaign title
created by IG’s sponsorship agency,
Synergy, for the first of their high profile
events with Harlequins rugby club. The
Surgery were asked to bring this campaign
to life with a brand look and feel that drew
inspiration from Quins’ famously
colourful strip.
We took the colours and shapes and
created a pattern that flowed across static
stadium branding, as well as the half time
highlight – a crowd-pleasing 5 minute
animation sequence which played around
the entire length of the 1 kilometer long LED
balcony ‘screen’, announcing competition
winners. As well as this fantastic digital
spectacle, we rolled the look and feel out
across pre-match experiential activities,
print collateral, a London Transport Adshel
poster campaign and social media content
artwork and graphics for publishing
before, throughout and after the game on
Facebook and Twitter.
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